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The dispersed Customer Care workforce is not going away. While CX organizations
have worked around the basic technical challenges, learning and development,
agent engagement, and performance management are still major issues. In this
whitepaper we will go deep on how to bring your Virtual Learning program into
the future to reduce costs, grow customers, and drive revenue.

Let’s Get Real about Virtual Learning
The major challenges with Virtual Learning

Define:

Design:

What are you trying to
accomplish?

What does your learning
journey look Like?

Grow revenue. Reduce costs.
Retain customers. Great Virtual
Learning starts with definition
and prioritization of business
goals.

Curriculum connects
objectives to behaviors.
Are you programing the
critical actions of every
interaction to deliver the
desired result?

Deliver:

Deploy:

From processes to instructors,
what does it take to
operationalize success?
Using the right people,
processes, and technology
to deliver curriculum and then
responsively measuring and
curating courses drives success.
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Do you have the tech
stack to win?
The majority of CX
organizations were
dependent on classroom
training, so investment in
Virtual Learning infrastructure
and technologies was minimal.

Deploy

Dedicate
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Get Real

Defined. Designed. Delivered.
Many CX organizations have been through a ten-year roadmap for transformative
change in just the last 12 months. We all know why. The pandemic changed
every rule, made us reimagine every process, and redesign every system.
Because of these challenges, we almost celebrated performance that would never be
acceptable in normal times. And while we all worked more hours than any point
in our careers, and moved mountains in the process, we still left many customers
behind.
Arise recently did a survey of CX leaders and when asked how their teams performed in 2020, 78% said Above
Average or Excellent. When we asked a follow up question: “How would customers rate your team’s performance in
2020?,” over 90% said Average or Below Average. Regardless of all the sweat and change, there is still a lot of work to
do to turn “the new normal” into “the new exceptional.”
Nowhere is this more relevant than in CX Learning and Development. While CX organizations found a way to make
telephony work remotely and did the best they could to stand up remote security solutions, Learning and Development,
to a large degree, became “PowerPoint on Zoom.” This was the exact opposite of what needed to happen. Much like the
customers who have needed greater levels of support in the time of COVID, remote workers have needed knowledge,
direction, and support more than ever. Going from a highly regimented environment where support is a hand-raise away,
to a totally autonomous environment where it’s tough to get in touch with somebody to help has left work-from-home
agents on an island, with quality and results suffering.

But the dust is settling and once it does, we will find a world very different from the one we left in March of 2020. Customers
have changed in ways that will fundamentally ask more of CX organizations. And our teams have changed as well. CX
will be a hybrid mix of remote and on-premise resources with great fluidity between the two. To live in this reality, we must
put Virtual Learning at the forefront of everything we do to drive success in the post-pandemic future.

Virtual Learning for a post-COVID world.
In this paper we are going to expose the major challenges Brands have
with creating work-from-home learning and development programs and
give simple, concise direction on new paths to better performance. Along
the way we are going to expose some misconceptions and ruffle some
feathers but, in the end, you are going to be much more prepared to
define, design, and deliver a Virtual Learning program that will drive
success for customers and your Brand.
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Define

Prioritize business outcomes
Grow revenue. Retain customers.
Drive down costs per call. Drive up revenue per call.
We have all seen the pendulum swing back and forth. Listen, business is fluid, and consequently, so are priorities. Just had
a killer sales month? Let’s drive down costs by reducing AHT. Customer growth stalled? Increase retention and I don’t give
a damn what happens to AHT. This is the reality of CX. It is a reflection of the state of the business. The sooner we accept
that the better off we will be. But when building a Virtual Learning program, we need to define the three or four business
priorities that will stand against any business volatility. Think the four points of a compass.

Four Points of the Virtual Learning Compass
While there are literally dozens of metrics that CX leaders
have to manage, these four are fundamental to
overall business success.

North

Customer Growth
Grow customers by probing for need
and positioning products effectively

West

East

Cross-Sell/Up-Sell
Retain and expand
customers by
improving empathy,
culture, and NPS

Loyalty
Increase revenue
per customer through
cross-sell and upsell

South

Cost Reduction
Reduce costs by increasing agent
proficiency: lower average handle time
(AHT), higher first contact resolution (FCR)
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From business outcomes to actions
Defining the desired business outcomes is only the first part of the job. Connecting those outcomes to a specific list
of actions is crucial for success. For each business outcome, the learning team must map what knowledge must be
present to enable agent actions that result in satisfying the customer and also achieving company goals. For instance,
if increasing sales is one of the four points of your compass, then your agents will need to be equipped with
the following skills:
Product knowledge – Key features and benefits of the priority products
Customer needs – Understand the customer and how this product resolves a challenge or solves a problem
Probing strategy – They key questions that a representative will ask to uncover the customer’s needs
Objection handling – Suggestions that will help the representative overcome concerns the customer may have
Negotiation – Arming the representative with the skills to make a deal that is acceptable to the customer
As you can see, if growing sales is a key priority, the CX team must have five distinct skill sets. Each of these must be time
and motion tested so AHT and ACW can be predicted and planned for by Workforce Planning. Each of these must be
cared for in the design of curriculum and the selection of the learning delivery method that will be used to drive speed to
proficiency and knowledge retention.
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Design

Creating the learning journey
With your key business outcomes defined and broken-down into the core element
actions, now it is time to start designing your learning journey and curriculum.
This process often starts with evaluating the investment needed to effectively
get this program off the ground.
Key questions include:
Method: What is the best delivery method for this content? What modules will be on-demand eLearning? What
elements will be instructor-led via a webcast?
Platform: What technology platform will be used to execute the delivery? What functionality is needed to meet the
delivery objectives?
Budget: What parts of the expected curriculum already exist in other modules and can be repurposed? What parts
must be created from scratch? What budget will be dedicated to this?

Developing the curriculum
When developing curriculum, it is critical to bring in real instructional designers versus the use of crowdsourced
resources in house. All too often, brands rely on subject matter experts (SMEs) or other staff to support curriculum
design. Because they’re most familiar with customer interactions, they’re trusted to turn day-to-day activities into
course materials.
The problem here is that often those resources, while good at doing, may not be great at showing. This can lead to
instruction that is too high level or too in the weeds. Often this creates unclear modules that require a lot of hand
holding after the course is completed.
Instructional designers should work together with SMEs. While SMEs have already spent time documenting best
practices, instructional designers will use theory and science to implement premier learning experiences for
learners and instructors alike.
Instructional designers are more cost effective than you think and will deliver a product that is clear and concise.
Designers anticipate the frequency of repetition, practice, and reinforcement that learners will need to achieve
proficiency. They will design instructional systems, evaluate new learning materials, create new content, implement
feedback, and instruct others on how deliver the material. They will also help you define the measurements of
success including course completion times, assessment testing requirements and satisfaction metrics.
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Arise delivers exceptional results for Telemedicine Brand
A telemedicine provider faced significant increase in contact volume as a result of patient concerns / questions
about COVID-19.
Compressed curriculum
By clearly defining the business outcomes needed, the Arise Learning Team was
able to essentialize the curriculum so that the results could be achieved in 38% less time.
Quick design
Using their extensive knowledge of instructional design, the Arise Learning Team
designed the appropriate modules in just 48 hours.
Fast deployment
With a large network of virtual-first instructors available, Arise was able to get
all registered learners through the course successfully in less than four days.
Exceptional results
Learners on the Arise® Platform completed the course and handled 160% of forecasted call volume
over the next six weeks while reducing AHT by 19% and increasing patient satisfaction scores by 4.4%.
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Deliver

Are you confident you have the instructors with
experience leading Virtual Learning programs?
As we have discussed, every aspect of a remote learning program must be aligned
and focused on delivering results. We have defined our business outcomes and
designed our curriculum. Now it is time to deliver the modules to the learners,
evaluate performance, and course correct where needed.
Step 1:

Build Consensus on the Virtual Strategy. This involves finalizing modules for delivery, deciding on the engagement

method (self-guided interactive, audio, webcast instructor-led) and choosing the learning platforms that will be utilized.

Step 2: Stress-test the Courses.

Instructional designers engage the network of virtual-first instructors tapped to deliver

the classes. This meeting of the creative and execution sides of the house ensures that the modules will be efficiently and
effectively delivered to the audience.

Step 3: Instructor Preparedness. The instructional designer creates a Virtual Instructor Playbook. This will provide in-depth
guidance on the strategy, technical skills, learning method and remote learner guidelines that the instructors will use to
execute the program.
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Arise delivers sales for major Home Improvement retailer
A Home Improvement Brand wanted to increase sales of warranty and protection plans. Arise enhanced the current
Virtual Learning program to promote sales skills through mock call simulations and virtual support rooms for active
agents. The program delivered sales growth of 25% in Year 1 and 39% in Year 2.

A Major Travel Brand grows sales using the Arise® Platform
A major Travel Brand wanted to expand sales to 24/7. The Arise Learning Team defined the specific actions that would
improve sales results and defined a five-step sales process. We utilized our extensive learning technology portfolio to
deliver the courses to learners in record time. All sales goals were exceeded for the program with net bookings
growing 5% while still remaining under the AHT goal.

Arise optimizes curriculum for a major Financial Services provider
A Fortune 500 Financial Services Company needed resources after unprecedented call volumes associated with COVID-19.
Callers were holding for hours and the client didn’t have enough in-house agents to meet volume needs. Instructors
on the Arise® Platform quickly delivered curriculum optimized to support at-home learning and swift ramp to proficiency.
The Arise® Platform delivered 180 learners in less than 20 days who handled 110% of forecasted call volume and achieved
#1 in quality across all vendors.

Post-launch evaluations drive long term success
Having clearly defined everything from business outcomes to measurements of success, the Virtual Learning leaders
will monitor learner progress and compare course completion times with projected metrics. They will also have daily and
weekly meetings with instructors to define what is going well and what needs to be augmented or redesigned.
Focus groups of learners will provide the student-side perspectives on the courses to ensure betterment.
Broad cross-functional meetings will bring together designers, platform owners, instructors, and SMEs to get a full 360
perspective on progress and success.
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Deploy

How technology transforms Virtual Learning
95% of the Brands using the Arise® Platform have never previously engaged in a work-from-home CX program. So, we act
as their consultants and solution designers in addition to their trusted partner for high-quality CX services.
The biggest challenge that we consistently see in first-time remote CX programs is technology. Let’s face it, the current
design of brick-and-mortar call centers dates back to the 1990s. And while the technologies that support those centers
have evolved, the overall IT design is still rigid. This was exposed pretty severely by COVID-19 as major Fortune 50 brands
couldn’t transfer calls, get a supervisor on the line or even communicate with other parts of the CX organization in a
different location (not to mention chickens in the background).

One of the first questions we ask new Brands is: “Have you consulted with your IT team?”
In follow up we ask:
What is your technical readiness?
Do you already have learning platforms that can be accessed remotely?
Are those platforms protected with the right security?
Do you have the data center resources to support hundreds or thousands of individual endpoints?
What are your webcast platform licenses like?
Are these collaboration platforms or true learning platforms?
As you can see, these questions get pretty deep, pretty fast. More often than not, the technology requirements for a
program that can meet the needs of all stakeholers gets very expensive, very quickly.
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A serious investment in remote CX
Arise has not only created the most robust learning technology stack in the industry specifically designed for remote
learning, but we have also built the industry’s only virtual-first CX technology platform. From overall platform design to
endpoint security to learner engagement systems, Arise has spent 25 years and hundreds of millions of dollars perfecting
a platform that delivers scale, flexibility and security to major Brands in every industry.
Supporting thousands of learners with Virtual Learning programs
Service Partners spend thousands of hours a month in our Learning Platforms. Over our history we have developed and
delivered thousands of Brand specific classes equating to millions of learning hours all delivered virtually.
Supporting almost 50 million customers per year
The Arise® Platform supports Brands through voice, chat, text, social, messaging and email in addition to back-office
work through a cloud-based technology specifically designed to deliver Brand engagement securely to geographically
dispersed Service Partners.
Extraordinary scale
Arise’s entire platform is built for scale. From the cloud-based infrastructure with no single point of failure to our
automated security testing of over 300,000 remote connections per month, Brands using the Arise® Platform have
access to up to 200% intraday flex.

A bespoke learning platform
Arise has spent years working with the best Virtual Learning platform providers in the industry. We have integrated their
technologies into our solution to give us exceptional flexibility to create curriculum, design delivery methods, implement
proven strategy, and deliver technology-based Virtual Learning classes to meet each Brand’s specific needs. This is
not forcing whatever tools that happen to be available to fit for a virtual workforce. This is an elegantly designed and
developed Virtual Learning platform that delivers speed, scale and incredible cost savings.
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Dedicate

How to build the world’s best
Virtual Learning program
What’s the best way to build the world’s finest Virtual Learning program? Well, you
could dedicate years learning the intricacies of every Virtual Learning program
on the planet, commit millions of dollars to assembling a technology stack that
incorporates and supports these learning technologies, and dedicate dozens of
people to manage, support and deploy it. Or you could use another “d” word:
Don’t.

It just isn’t cost-efficient to recreate what already
exists at Arise. The knowledge, technology
infrastructure, instructional design, virtual
delivery, and measurement models are already
built. They are waiting for your use.
So, if you want to enable your in-house
CX team for “the new normal” of working
in hybrid locations, or you want to outsource
to our network of mature, experienced
Service Partners supported by the best
scheduling
and
performance
facilitation
program in the world – the choice is up to you.
But we can help you grow customers, increase
revenue, reduce costs and create long-term
customer satisfaction. Arise was the pioneer
in virtual-first CX 25 years ago and we are
still doing things no one else on earth is
doing today.
We would love to help you achieve your goals
in this brave new world.
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Grow customers with quickly scalable,
On-demand, virtual customer support
Be There

Be Aware

Be Essential

Be Efficient

Engage customers on
their time, their channel,
their topic

Expand share of wallet
through deep understanding
of customers and their needs

Create enduring customer
relationships through
trusted, personal care

Optimize costs with secure
technology that reduces
your environmental impact

Network of 70K onshore

Industry leading

More mature, professional

Scalable systems and

the US, Canada and UK

learning program

high quality care

extensive flex in capacity

Service Partners in

virtual-first

service partners deliver

network built to handle

Omni-channel support

Innovations in interactive

Service Partners pass

Intrinsically disaster

capacity during COVID-19

increase CSAT by 25%

technology and soft skills

ensure business continuity

delivering 126% of

WFH instruction

rigorous evaluations of

resistant systems design

30-minute interval

Arise certified 129%

Gig-economy resources

Secure work-from-home

occupancy to

during COVID-19

for an exceptional

promotes ~32% reduction

scheduling optimizes

of learners YOY

control costs

choose brands they love
customer experience

technology platform
in TCO

The Arise® Platform:
Transforming the relationship between Brands and their customers
We hope you have enjoyed this deep dive into Virtual Learning. As the largest virtual-first provider of CX services in the
world, we are committed to using new technologies and new service models to make CX more available, empathetic,
engaging, and inspiring than ever before. We don’t see work-from-home CX as a safety value for traditional brick and
mortar call centers. We believe that the nature of the virtual model and the incredible knowledge of the Service Partners
on our platform can achieve things that other CX providers can’t even imagine: Support that is more personal for the
customers while providing exceptional cost efficiencies to the Brands.
We would love to spend time with you and learn about your Virtual Learning goals. Please contact us if you would like a
no-cost evaluation session with our Virtual Learning Team.
info@arise.com
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